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Cover Story

Left to right; Jensen Jayne, Jaxen Dane, Hudson Marshal… all Gomez’s.

Elk Hunt 2021
Part One

The Family Adventure
Making the Plan
By Denny Gomez

I

It finally happened! One of my children, Jaxen, won the Elk
lotto and received his first Late Bull Elk tag in Unit 27. Two
years prior, he and my younger son, Hudson, each received Cow
Elk tags and successfully tagged out, so they were ready to start
putting in for the Bull tags.
Seeing we already knew in the spring that Jax had a Late Bull
tag along with his cousin Clay Gomez, we decided to do a late

spring ride in the area we were planning to hunt to survey the countryside and pack some supplies in the mountains. We didn’t go last
year (2020) to the Blue River area due to all the Covid CRAZINESS, so the area sat undisturbed for almost two years. The area
we hunt is already very remote with NO roads and is designated
Wilderness by the Federal Government.
Hudson and I made the trip up there and did a big two-day circle
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checking the springs and the
amount of Elk sign visiting
the water. The Elk sign was
there, and that meant they
would still be there in the late
Fall.
Next, we needed to make
sure our guns were all tuned
up and ready to shoot the distance. I was tuning two guns
at the same time, my 300 Win

Mag and my 7MM Mag for my son. Both guns had new custom
scopes and we wanted to get them just right. After several times
out in the field, Jax was shooting the 7MM, three shots within a
three inch circle at three hundred yards. figured he was ready. Typically, where I Elk hunt, down in the Blue River area, most of the
shots could be anywhere from 300 to 700 yards.
The November Elk Hunting dates were quickly approaching,
opening day was the Friday after Thanksgiving. The only problem
was, we had several hunts to go on before the late Bull Elk Hunt at
the end of the year.
First, I had my September Archery Bull Elk hunt. I set a big
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camp, took a horse a mule, my Polaris Ranger, and a camp trailer
to be comfortable, I’m Getting old! My two boys Hudson and Jax
helped me set up and visited me at my camp and briefly hunted
with me in between school. Unfortunately, no one was with me
when I tagged out to enjoy the moment with.
Our next hunt we needed to get through was Hudson’s Unit 21
Whitetail Deer tag. He wanted to only take the Polaris Ranger on
his hunt so we could cover a lot of country and boy did we need it.
The weekend before, we scouted in our unit and found three nice
bucks, so we figured we would head to the same place to find them
again but only found a lot of hunters everywhere we went. He did
NOT end up tagging out, but we still had a great adventure and it’s
always a learning experience.
The next tags we had to fill were mine and Jax’s Whitetail Deer
tags two weeks later. My busy first year college student found himself too busy to get away. I asked my daughter, Jensen, if she would
like to ride along with me and her exact words were, “If we are riding horses, I’m IN, rode- hunting I’m OUT!” Horses/Mules always
being my preferred method of hunting, we were off. We ended up
Tagging-Out a nice Buck with a good riding adventure to boot.

The Big Date is quickly Approaching
Now with all the other distractions out of the way, it was time
to really get serious and start getting my horse trailer loaded with
everything and making a long list of preparations needed for the
trip. This hunt was definitely going to be very unique, because all

years prior to this trip it has always
been strictly business and centered
around taking paying clients. This
time I wasn’t guiding and wrangling
for my cousin’s outfitting business, DC Outfitters. On occasion,
over the years I had my own tag that I would fit in during the hunt,
but always rushed. This entire trip was centered around a family
hunt, my sons tag and my cousin’s tag. Therefore, I didn’t have the
stress of taking paying clients, but I did have the stress of taking
my three kids. This was going to be the first time they had gone on
such a hunt like this with me. Yes, my two boys Jax and Hudson
and my daughter Jensen also wanted to go because this hunt was
exclusively centered around using horses/mules for cross country
wilderness traveling.
Hunting can be dangerous period, but hunting this back country,
riding animals in very remote country with very steep trails and always that unknown definitely adds to the danger level. The good
thing though, my kids are very accomplished riders mounted on
their own very well-seasoned animals and they had been doing this
kind of riding with me since they were kids.
When you get to the end of the road, it dead ends on private property and the Wilderness Boundary begins. So that means, no roads
of any type for mechanized travel. Only the Old-Fashion method
of sitting in the saddle on a top of a quality horse or mule. Then
again, that’s truly my favorite mode of travel! If you have never sat
in the saddle of a powerful four-legged equine taking you crosscountry to the highest peaks and the deepest canyons, traveling almost straight up or straight down at times, stepping from boulder
to drop off, you have truly never traveled the back country in style.
At least in “MY OPINION!”
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We needed a comfortable place to stay this year with all the
family and animals needed. We had lost our camping privileges on
the ranch at the end of the road since the ranch changed ownership
last year. We used to set up two or three large wall tents on the forest
service boundary fence at the last ranch, for sleeping, eating and to
stay dry and warm. But no worries, that just meant we would stay
at the second to the last ranch at the end of the road where we used
to stay years back.
We had a large corral right next to our old rustic ranch cabin to
put all our stock in and a comfortable place to stay. The cabin
wasn’t big, but had a bathroom, shower, kitchen and slept four
people. With all of us together we managed to squeeze seven people
in with cots everywhere, it was quite cozy for all.
Pre Hunt-Scouting
Clay, Dennis, and I left the Sunday before the hunt started to get
everything set up and do some pre-elk hunt scouting to find the Elk.
For me, it’s a full day’s drive to get to the ranch, unload and set up.
That now leaves us with four full days to scout for Elk before the
hunt started. We each brought the necessary supplies needed for
this type of adventure: lots of warm clothes, food, tack, tents, bed
roll, a trailer load of hay and nine head of mules and horses (with
more on their way coming up with my kids). This type of hunting
terrain and distance riding requires multiple re-supply mounts to
keep them fresh and ready for the extreme demands of this country.
My three kids are still in school, so I knew they had a limited
amount of time to be off of school on a hunting adventure, and they
did not have extra days to spend looking for elk or getting things
ready. My plan was to have camp totally set up and comfortable
with different groups of elk spotted prior to them getting to Hunting
Camp. That way less time is needed when the hunt started so we
would have a known direction to hunt opening morning.
The three of us, Clay, Dennis, and I spent the next three days riding the countryside. We first targeted various trails we knew riding
to different mountain tops that had yielded great results of Bull Elk
in the years past. Luckily, the first location we headed to Monday
morning; we spotted several groups of elk high up on a couple of

different mountain ranges.
They were a ways away,
but with a good pair of 15
x 56 optics it brings them
in close and personal, bad
news, it can be anywhere
from a half to a full day’s
ride away from where we
sat glassing. While the weather was still good, we decided to regroup after spotting the first group of elk and head back to camp.
We needed a fresh change of mules to pack up for an overnight way
down the Blue River to do more scouting.
Late morning Monday, we are all packed up and headed to our
favorite overnight camp spot on a flat, high above the Blue River,
with camp set up just before dark. This was a dry camp, so we watered the animals on the river just before making the pull up the
mountain. With the animals high-lined between the trees they were
very quiet for the night grazing on the thick, heavy dry grass where
they were tied. Up early the next morning I started a fire to warm
up and get the coffee on. Luckily, the night’s temperature was relatively comfortable. Dennis headed to a peak nearby on foot and
Clay and I saddled up to get much higher on the mountain to glass
the next valley over. Spotting even more Elk in the next valley over,
we decided to leave the mountain spike camp set, just in case someone got stuck up on the mountain late into the evening or if we decided to hunt out of the camp.
Getting back to the ranch Wednesday afternoon after doing more
scouting, I was expecting my three kids any time. The three of them
finally come pulling in late afternoon. Hudson driving his truck pulling one of my smaller horse trailers with his Mustang and another
pack mule, and extra hay, and Jax driving his truck. I had already
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brought Jensen’s horse up with me. I wanted them to have two
trucks in case Jax needed to stay later into the hunt, if need be, and
the other two could get back to school. The other reason was they
were both driving very high mileage older diesel trucks and if one
broke down they could all jump in the other and keep on trucking.
The next morning Jax, Jensen and I headed up the mountain right
behind our camp and Hudson and Clay headed down river to get

on what we call “Cowbilly Hill.” A steep little mountain point with
a 360-degree views for glassing. Of course, we woke to heavy
clouds and a bit of wind Thursday morning. Keep in mind our cabin
is deep in the canyon protected from the heavy elements, so usually
when you top out on the mountain fingers the weather is different.
This was definitely one of those mornings. The wind was whipping,
and it was bone chilling cold, but we needed to glass for a while
first.
With the Elk Hunt starting on Friday morning, we were trying to
locate new Elk as well as find the ones we had been watching
throughout the week, but I think the elk had the same idea as us,
“Way too cold to be out in the wind.” We decided to head back to
our little cabin to rest the animals for our big day on Friday. Also,
it was Thanksgiving, so we were going to head in early to make
our big dinner.

Join us next month for Part Two, Opening
Day of Elk Hunt 2021.
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